A key step in the wn.struction of high wnsequence soflware is its specification in a formal fiameworh. In order to minimize the dijiculty and potential for error, a specij%ation should be expressed in a domain language supporting operators and structures that are intrinsic to the class of algorithms one wishes to specify.
OverviewT
his paper describes our preliminary results in the development of a domain language and methodology suitable for the formal specification, design, and development of high integrity software-based controllers for train systems or systems having similar characteristics. The Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system is a prime example of the type of system in which we are interested. A document describing BART as well as what constraints its controller must satisfy can be found in [7] .
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the issues surrounding the design of reactive systems and how such systems can be modeled. Section 3 discusses the predictive models and calculations which need to be performed by controllers of the sub-*This work was supported by the United States Department of Energy under Contract DEAC04-94AL85000. Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandla Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United States Department of Energy.
tDeePak Kap~r wss a~o partially Support,ecl by NSF grant nos. set of reactive systems on which we are focusing. Sections 4 and 5 introduce the notion of a profile and how it can be used to describe system behaviors as well as system constraints. Section 6 defines a do main language in which the calculations described in the previous section can be concisely speciiied. This domain hmguage is designed with the Imowledge that automated transformation will be used as a technique for deriving executable implementations from specfications. Section 7 gives a formal algorithmic specification for a train controller. The paper concludes with a discussion of conclusions and future work.
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A Model of Reactive Systems
Abstractly speaking, a system design consists of various components and is intended to function in the presence of a specfic set of environmental conditions. The components of the system as well as enviromnental elements may have characteristics that cannot be readily captured by predictive models. For example, in a robotic system, the time it takes for a conveyor belt to move an object from point A to point B might vary as a result of vaxioua factors that cannot be accurately modeled (e.g., fluctuations in the power supply, temperate, etc.). Similarly, weather conditions might effect the speed amd acceleration of a train.
These examples serve to highlight that models are approximations of aspects of reality in which we are interested. In this paper, we use the term nondeterminism to refer to the difference between a model of a thing and the thing itself. The juati.tication for the use of this term is that from the perspective of the model, these differences appear nondeterministic.
Depending on the system design, some kinds of nondeterminism may be safely ignored. For example, if the time it takes for a conveyor belt to move an object from point A to point B is unimportmt with respect to a given margin of error (e.g., within a few sec-, ends), then the effects of nondeterminiam cm be ssfely ignored. However, in many cases, the effects nondeterminiam is consequential and cannot be ignored. It is the presence of this second type of nondeterminism that does not admit the possibtity of precomputing a system behavior based solely on predictive models.
Systems in which consequential nondeterminisii is present must realize their behavior in a reactive manner. Sensors are added to a system design in order to overcome nondeterminism, and control elements are added in order to allow the behavior of various components of the system to be altered as result of the information obtained from the sensors, enabling a controller to compensate for the difference between the system and its model. We call systems having these design characteristics reactive systems. This definition is consistent with [5] in which a reactive system is defined as "a system that maintsins an ongoing interaction with its environment, as opposed to computing some final value on termination".
The state of an ideal reactive system is described by two vectors. Henceforth, we will drop the vector notation and m, c, and s to denote the vectors describing the observable state space of a system, the vector of control variables, and the system respectively.
Informally stated, m serves as a calibration point with respect to physical reality. That is, m measures the observed state of the physical system and the information it contains can be used to update the state of our predictive system model. If this kind of update were not to take place, then nondeterrninistic factors could have a cumulative effect on the system model. What this means is that, over time, the state of the system model could diverge significzmtly horn the state of the physical system. The role of m is to recalibrate the system model in order to prevent this cumulative divergence from happening. The ihquency of this recalibration depends on the predictive abtities of our models as well as the sensitivity of the system to sense and alter its behavior.
It should be noted that m is also under the influence of nondetenninis m. However, it is important to realize that the influence of nondeterminism on m is not cumulative in nature and thus can be bounded in some manner (e.g., statistically in terms of a binomial distribution).
Given a recalibration interval of At, a reactive system controller performs the following sequence of steps:
1. Sense q Determine the state of the system by obtsining m and c.
React
Use the state of the system together with predictive models of the system behavior to compute the action to be taken. This action is expressed in the form of a control vector c. output c.
3. Goto step 1.
Let m, denote the observed state at time t~, and let ti +~denote the time at which the control vector, q,~t, is sent/output to the system. It should be noted that in general, the state of the system at time t;+ W will be different from the state at time t~. Depending on the resolution/sensitivity of the system sensors, this difference may or may not be observable through m. Either way, the reality is that our react computation is based on mti, but the reaction is performed by the system when it is in state mti+7t. The discrepancy between sense time and react time can be addressed in two ways: '
1.
2.
Given the time,~, needed to compute the react step, a predictive model of the system can be used to compute~~+w, and the react computation can be performed with respect to~iti rather than mt,. The rational behind this approach is based on the assumption that given mti, our ability to predict the system state at time t~+ W is more accurate than simply using~i.
One can assume that the system is continuous over small time intervals and that -@ qualifies as a small time interval. The idea here is that whatever control vector, Q,, computed for mtc would also be acceptable for mti~.
In this approach, we are for all practical purposes assuming that $=0.
While approach 1 given above can be theoretically intereating, in practice it is often times not feasible when~is very small. Essentially what happens as -@ becomes small is that a point is reached where the change in system state cannot be observed through m because it exceeds the resolution of the sensors. Thus the sensors see mti = mti+% . For this and other similar reasons (e.g., the resolution of the control variables), when v is sufficiently small, the difference between mti and mi+~t essentially gets "lost in the noise", which has the end effect of setting W = O .
In our approach we make the assumption that << At and in our system model we set -@ = O. It should be noted that making this assumption is not particularly dangerous because, given an implementation one can always measure -y-tto determine if this assumption is reasonable. ! When making the assumption that -@ = O, it becomes notationally convenient to be able to distinguish the old value of Q, that rewdted from the previous sense-react step with the newly computed value of G,. We mike this distinction by superscripting the time index with a "-" and a "+" respectively. In the limit, as~~O,t;~ti.andt~~ti By letting W = O, a reactive system controller performs the following steps: L 2.
3.
4.
Let -t; denote the current time. 
Domain Specific Predictive Models
In the previous section, we described how general ractive systems can be modeled. In this section we focus our attention on the types of computations that are needed in order to safely control the behavior of a reactive system such as BART. The subset of BART that we will primarily consider consists of two trains, an object train which is behind a lead tTain, and a track. We are aware that our model omits signals and stations, and will address how they can be modeled later in this paper.
We assume that sensors exist that monitor the position and speed of each train, and control variables exist for changing the acceleration of each train. The track consists of track segments, each of which can safely support a predetermined maximum train speed. Given this system definition, we say the lead train is constrained by the speed limit of the track segment on which it is currently traveling, and the object train is constrained by both the lead train and its corresponding track segment. A train violates the track segment constraint if it exceeds the speed limit of the track segment on which it is traveling. Similarly, the object train violates the lead train constraint if it gets so close to the lead train that a collision could occur (we will elaborate on this shortly). Later in this paper we discuss how a specification for this simple system can be easily extended to handle additional constraints such as track signals and stations.
As a starting point we assume that the state space of BART is modeled in the manner described in Section 2. Given such a system model we now focus on how transitiona, which result horn acceleration commands, can be calculated in a predictive manner. Abstractly speaking, the predictive calculation of these transitions allows the predictive exploration of transition sequences which is essential to enable desired behaviors to be realized.
With the exception of the fist train, the train control problem for BART is generic, in the sense that every train can be viewed as being an object train with respect to some lead train. This allows us to focus our attention on the specification and implementation of a controller for an object train with negligible loss of generality.
Our objective is to specify an abstract algorithm, called a controller, that. when given a system state, St,, computes an acceleration, at,, of an object train in such a manner that the object train never violates either the lead train constraint or the track speed constraint. A more compl= system is then just a collection of such controllers where each train is viewed as an object train by its corresponding controller.
Trains in BAFtT have certain physical characteristics that, if not modeled carefully, can present substantial computational challenges to the construction of efficient controllers. These characteristics are (1) a train (e.g., the object train) can take a long time to stop-even when the emergency brake is applied, (2) a train cannot instantaneously switch from positive to negative acceleration, and (3) a train cannot instantaneously go horn negative acceleration to full negative acceleration. Because of these physical limitations in reducing spded, the object train controller must anticipate potential problems (e.g., exceeding an upcoming track speed limit, or colliding with the leading train) well in advance and react accordingly. In order to be able to react "in advance", the controller must have access to a model capable of predicting the trains behavior. Note that such a behavior corresponds to a transition sequence in a model of the train. A key problem that this model must be able to solve is: "Given that a train is has a speed S1 at position PI, find the set of accelerations which do not exclude the possibtity for the train to have a speed 52 at position ZJZ." Given the abtity to solve this type of model, a controller crm search through this set of possible acceleration values for a value that satisfies some additional property (e.g., optimali~, or smoothness).
Partitioning of the State Space
Reacting to a constraint, like a track speed limit, that is constant over time is conceptually straightforward. However, reacting to the behavior of a leading train is somewhat more problematic. The reason for this is that some assumptions should be made regarding the future behavior of a lead train (e.g., a controller becomes very inefficient if it always assumes that the lead train is at a dead stop). Nevertheless, not many assumptions can be made about the future behavior of a leading train. For example, one cannot unilaterally conclude that just because the leading train is traveling 50 mph at time, ti, that it will be traveling in the neighborhood of 50 mph at time t~+ At. The reason for this being that the lead train may derail in which case, it is conservatively assumed to instantsmeously come to a dead stop. Formally stated, the state of a train is defined by a triple (p,s, a) denoting it's position, speed, and acceleration. A derailment then is modeled as the transition (p,s, a) * (y, O,derail). Also without global information, one cannot make any assumptions whether the control function for the lead train would want to increase or decrease the lead train's speed during the next time step.
A conceptually clean way of delineating the assumptions that can be made about the behavior of the lead train is to partition the state space, S, of the system into normal and abnormal subsets, denoted by N~and A.&S respectively.
qNS' nAB.S=O
Similarly the set of acceleration values can also be partitioned into normal, Nd, and abnormal, A&A, subsets. However, in BART, the set of normal accelerations that a train can realize (i.e., that it can transition to) is a function of the current acceleration. For this reason, it makes sense to view NJ as a function from normal accelerations to normal acceleration sets, rather than as a fixed partition.
. Nfl(a;) n AB_A = 0 in this approach, given an acceleration, al, the set of transitiona belonging to NJ(al) includes the accelerations that can be realized by a controller with the exception of the emergency stop command. In contrast, A13J is a fixed partition that includes drsstic acceleration changes that can be realized by the environment, and are, hence, physically possible, even though they cannot be realized by a controller. Thus derail G A.&A.
The emergency stop command should never be issued under normal conditions. It is a possible object train's response to a drastic need to stop (e.g., the deraihnent of its lead train). Because of this, we place the emergency stop command in A&A, making A&A = {derail, emergency-stop).
Basic Safety
In this section, we define safety horn the perspective of the object train, in its most basic terms. Namely, the system is in an unsafe state if a collision between the lead train and the object train has taken place, or if the object train violates the speed limit of the track. We deiine states that are unsafe (ilom the perspective of the object train) as being abnormal. We also de tie as abnormal, states in which the object train is commanding an emergency-stop. Ihom these two base cases, we then define as abnormal, the set of all states in which control of the object trsin alone is not suflicient to prevent an abnormal (base) state from being reached.
After discussing basic safety in depth we then introduce zmd discuss, in Section 5.1, a refined notion of safety where the system is in an unsafe state if the object train is so close to the lead train that an emergency stop commsnd, given under a postulated set of worst case conditions, is not sufficient to prevent a collision from occurring. We then briefly discuss how, when given a function for computing the worst case stopping distance, our model can be easily extended so that this distance is accounted for.
Given a two train system whose state is modeled by the vector s, we introduce a predicate hazaraLobject_train which is informally defined as follows:
2.
The position of the object train is greater than or equal to the position of the lead train (i.e., a col.lkion has occurred), or
The speed of the object train exceeds the speed limit of the track segment on which it is currently traveling.
Abstractly, the lwo conditions stated above define a set of states that must always be avoided by the object train.This set forms the basis for defining the set of "abnormal" system states, which may not be directly hazardous, but which form part of sequences leading to hazardous states in a manner that is beyond the control of the normal operation of the object train. In other words, the object train cam be forced into a hazardous state.
It is worth mentioning that addition states, corresponding to various system requirements, can be easily added to the set of hazardous states. For example, the requirement that an object train stop at signals can be easily deiined.
Definition
2 From the perspective of the object train, the abnormal subset, A.B-S, of the system state space i-s defined as follows:
The definition of a normal state is then the negation of the above definition.
Note that the negation of the last part of the above expression begina 3a2 c ALA(al) Vb2 G J.L.A(bl). This statement is a very strong statement, which is much stronger than Vb2 c M.A(b1)Ela2 c M.A(cz1). However, this strength is precisely needed for BART because it reflects our assumptions regarding future accelerations of the lead train. In particular, according to our assumptions, the controller for the object train does not have knowledge of future acceleration commands for the lead train. Note that given a d.ifTerentset of assumptions regarding the future behavior of the lead train, the expressions defining normal and abnormal states may be weakened or strengthened accordingly.
We now defie safety in the context of the above definition of dti?~.
Given that the system is in a normal state to begin with and that the acceleration computed for the lead train is normal, the goal of the object train controller, from the standpoint of safety, is to compute an object train acceleration such that the resulting state is not an element of AB-S.
Furthermore, if the acceleration realized by the lead train is abnormal, then the object train can go into emergency stop, if needed. Formally this is stated as follows: Let fi S~A denote a controller function for the object train.
Let (m2, (a2, b2) 7~ ( (ml, (al, bl) )) c NJ(al)) (7722, (f((rnl, ((z1,b1) 
f ((ml, (al, bl) )) = emewew-.stq)
From a safety perspective, the challenge at this point is to design and correctly implement a controller function~that correctly realizes the definition of safety given above, and performs this computation in a relatively efficient manner. h the following sections, we introduce the notion of a profile and describe how profiles can be used to speci& the constraints of a system and how they can be used to effectively compute accelerations that are sale.
Discrete Profiles
Virtually all aspects of the BART system can be modeled and reasoned about from the perspective of position and speed. As such, a position-speed tuple is a fundamental information unit with respect to formalizing and understsding the system. A discrete profile is the aggregation of position-speed tuples into a sequence.
A discrete profile is a sequence of positionspeed tuples arranged in a strict monotonic@y ascending order according to position. Let P = <(P1, s1) ,...,(y~, s~)> denote an arbitrary discrete profile. Then Vi, j : (pi, s~)~PA @j, sj)~P A i < j~pi<p,j.
Profiles (discrete and continuous-discussed in Section 4.2) provide an elegant and uniform way of formally modeling elements of the system such as the (1) track speed limits, (2) signals, and (3) stations. Furthermore, constraints of the system such as (1) avoid getting too close to the lead train, (2) avoid exceeding the speed limit of the track, (3) avoid crossing a signal that is in "stop" mode, and (4) stop at W stations, can all be expressed as properties of profles.
Describing BART in Terms of Profiles
We describe the elements of the Bf4FtT system in terms of profiles as follows:
tTack -the track can be described as a proiile of position-speed tuples, (pi, s;), where S; is the mtium speed at position pi.
signals -Let <pi, ..., pj > denote a sequence of monotonically increasing positions corresponding to the location of signals on the track. Let max denote the maximum speed limit possible, and let Ad denote a small distance (e.g., one foot). Let the tuple <(pk, O), (pk + Ad,mm)> denote "stop" for the signal at position pk snd let the tuple <(pk,mczz), (p~+ Ad,mm)> denote "go". By combining this description of each signal into a profile, the collective state of the signals can be expressed with respect to a given time t.
stations -Stations are essentially modeled in the same reamer as signals. We assume a station controller function similar to a signal controller function in the sense that it generates profiles that (1) force trains to stop at the required stations (e.g., by setting the speed at the station position to zero), and (2) releases them (e.g., by setting the speed at the station position to mm) after some suitable waiting period. The stations proiile can be controlled separately (i.e., externally) from the controller or can be controlled within the object train controller itself.
Stopping Profiles
A profile of partictiar interest is the stopping profile of a train. Given a system state (ml, (al, bl))t:, the stopping profile for the object train is obtained 'by reducing the acceleration of the object train as much as is allowed under normal conditions, until the speed of the object train is O mph. A similar procedure is followed in order to obtain the stopping profile for the lead train. When talking about and calculating stopping profiles, it becomes useful to separate froms, those variables specifically describing the train for which the stopping profile is to be computed. Let the variable lead-train denote the vector of monitored and controlled variables that describe the state of the lead train. In our model, the lead-train vector consists of two monitored variables describing the position and speed of the lead train, and one control variable describing its state of acceleration. A similar vector exists for the object train. Let neg: A~A denote a function from normal accelerations to normal accelerations. This function takes a normal acceleration as input and returns the minimum normal acceleration (i.e., it tries to brake as quickly ss possible under normal conditions).
The stopping profile, <@l, Sl),...,(pn, Sri)>, is obtained by extracting the position speed tuples from the corresponding sequencs (m> 51, d; '=O h> %ne9(m))t4 -@27 '2, ned@))ti+At 'e" ...
s (pn, O,7Zt&(fZl))ti+n.At
An important point concerning stopping profiles is that if the stopping proiile of the lead and object trains are computed with respect to the same system state, then in effect, we have an implicit universal cock. For example, let (pl, S1, al, ql, tl, Zq, ...) denote a system state where (yI, Sl, al) and (ql, tl, bl) denotes the position, speed, and acceleration of the object train and lead train respectively. In this context, let <(Pi, sl),...,(p~, s~)> ad <(ql, h),...,(q~, h)> denote the stopping proiiles of the object train and lead train. Since each point corresponds to a clock tick, and since (P1, Sl) and (ql, tl) correspond to the same clock tick, say timel, we have (pi, Si) and (q~,t~) occurring at time;.
This notion of a universal clock, with respect to stopping proiiles, is important to intuitively understanding why our defln.itions and theorems do not explicitly refer to time.
Discrete and Continuous Profiles
Our experiences in modeling BART leads us to believe that behavior in these kinds of reactive systems , is most directly expressed and understood in a continuous framework. For example, whether the movement of a train over time satisfies or violates particular constraint. When thinking in terms of discrete representationa, it becomes very easy to make numerous errors. Generically speaking, these errors would best be described as "off by one" errors. However, in spite of this d.ifliculty in des@g with discrete profdea, profiles are ultimately expressed in their discrete form. This ia due to practical considerations and limitations. For example, in BART, the track is described as a discrete profile. Nevertheless, it should be noted that even though the track is described in terms of a discrete profile it has a continuous semantics.
Let track-profile = <(PI, Sl), .... (pn, sJ>be the discrete profile describing the track. The purpose of this proiile is to describes the maximum speed limit that is allowed at each position of the track. The algorithm for determining the speed limit for a position, f%, that is not an element of a tuple in track-prof iie is as followsx q Find adjacent tuples (pi, s~) and (p~+l, S;+l) in track-profile such that pi < pk < p~+l . The speed limit at position p~then is s;
Using this paradigm we can extend a discrete profile to a continuous profile in the following manner:
Let dp denote a discrete profile whose ordering of tuples is strictly monotonic on p with respect to the relation <.
wntinuous_profile(dp) = ) ) }
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Using Profiles to Model Constraints
In the context of the relational operators R = {<, >}, a profile can be used to deiine a wnstraint as follows Let (ml, (al, bl) ) denote the current system state at time t;. Let T denote the continuous track profile, and let LT and OB respectively denote the continuous stopping profiles of the lead train and the object train at time t:. Furthermore, suppose that we me given that the object train presently has a normal acceleration (i.e., al 6 J/lA(ao) where a. is the acceleration v&lue in the previous time step). Under these conditions, the following statement holda:
Theorem
1 If OB << [T<, LT<] , then the system is in a normal state (j%om the perspective of the object train). That is, (ml, (al, bl) ) G Ns.
The ideas presented in the theorem above provide the framework for adding additional constraints (such as signals and stationa) to a system model. The general approach is to deiine normal and abnormal states with respect to a collection of constraints (e.g., track .-. .--, speed limits, lead train, signals, and stations). After this is done the above theorem can be recast in the appropriate form.
Theorem 2 # Al = czmtinaous(A) and B' = continuous(B) then
A Refined View of Safety
In the informal specification of BART, a worst case stopping profile is defined. The worst csse stopping profile is a function that conservatively estimates the longest distance a train could travel, in emergency stop mode, before it comes to a dead stop. Given a worst case stopping proiile function, W, we conservatively assume that the distance between any two trains must always be greater-than the distance computed by W. Furthermore, we now can chsnge/extend the definition of abnormal state so that if the distance between two trains is ever equal-to or less-than the emergency stopping profile then, an abnormal state exists, and for safety reasons, the object train must issue the emergency stop command. The reason being that if the lead train were to derail at this point in time, then the object train could collide with it as well, leading to a cascading failure. It is worth noting that our discussion of basic safety, in Section 3.1.1, does not consider the worst case stopping profile function. This does not pose any significant problems because, given the definition of function for computing the worst case stopping profile, the computed distance can simply be added to the position of the object train. This in effect shifts (and slightly perturbs) the stopping profile of the object train. Another way of viewing the effect of the worst case stopping profile is that it 'tprojects" an image of the object train ahead of itself, rmd it is this image that controller needs to prevent from colliding with the lead train. Thus, it is the profile of this image that must satisfy the constraints of the system in order for the system to be in a safe state.
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The Domain Language
The domzdn language we have developed is a functional-st@e language that provides operators and data structures that are well suited for formally expressing algorithmic specifications of reactive systems in the manner that we have discussed in this paper. Some operators of interest that are supported by the domain kmguage are:
<< sfgngture profile x wnstraint~boolean. This operation is used to determine whether a profile satisfies a constraint. quantficatiom 3 and V signatuTe .. = set x predicate~set. The expression S : P produces the subset S' of S contr&ing all the elements in S that satisfy. P.
The domain language also supports a vector and vector sequence data structure that is useful for modeling systems. A useful operation on vectors is the projection of subvectors. In the domain language projections are deil.ned in terms of index lists. For example, given a vector v = (q, Z2, Z3, Z4), the expression v [1, 4] denotes the subvector (zl, X4). An operation that is useful on vector sequences is the extraction of subvector sequences. Given a vector sequence v~~~= < V1,V2, ..., Vn >, the expressionv~.~ [11, 41] denotes the vector subsequence < q [1, 4] , VZ [l, 4], .... vn[l, 4] >. In the specification of BART, extraction is useful for obtaining profiles.
Problem Specific Information
In addition, each system specification is responsible for defining the following modeling concepts q Problem specific definitions:
--w -a function that changes the control variables but not the monitored variables At -a function that changes the monitored variables but not the control variables
Stopping proiile
Enumerations of control variable domains -Set/vector selection mechsmisms (e.g., max).
Foundation
The semantics of the domain language are defied in a standard functional framework (e.g., anonymous functions, recursion, etc.) that has been extended with six key functions: list, wnstrain, mu, list.mu, project, and em%act. While there is always the possibfity of adding additional functions, we have found that these six functions provide a solid and relatively complete framework enabling efficient implementations to be derived from specifications.
The function list: element x nexi_element x cardinality + enumeratdset is used to constructively generate an enumerated set of elements given an initial element, a function for generating the next element, and an integer indicating how many elements are to be generated (e.g., the cardinality of the set).
The function wnstrain : set x predicate + set has been defined in the previous section, where it is denoted by the colon symbol. The function mu : set x predicate + set is a function that traverses an enumerated set in the order defined by the enumeration and returns an enumerated subset containing the iirst element, z, encountered which satisfies the input predicate se well as all the elements preceding z in enumerated input set.
The function lisLmu ': element x next-element x predicate + set is a function that generates the set {element, next_elementl (element), nex_element2 (element) ...}. In the case where list-mu (x,next,P) is finite, all elements except for the last do not satisfy P, and the last element satisfies P.
The function project : vector x indedist + vector is used to extract subvectors from a vector, and the function extract : vector_seq x indsdist + vector_seq is used for extracting subsequences of vector sequences. Let ; = (v1, VZ, VS, v.4, v5, vG) Below are the operational de%itions of these functions:
define list = (lambda (z, next, O) => // [ (z, nezt, n)=> x::lid(next(x), next, n-1) );
. );
The constrain function can be used to define the semantics of universal and existential quantification on enumerated sets as follows:
.
-Given a variable z, let domain(z) denote the enumerated set over which z is quantified.
The Specification of BART At this point a domain language has been developed in which controllers for BART can be specified. For example, a controller for the object train of a two train system can be specified in the following manner:
Define the following set of vectors of interesti -A vector describing the system state as described in Section 2. In this example, the state of the system can be modeled by s = @l, sl, pz, sz, t,al, az), where (Pi, s1,P2, s2, t) denotes the vector of monitored variables and (al, az) denotes the vector of controlled variables.
-A vector describing the state of a train.
Given the state of the system, s, the state of the object train is described by the pro- (*
*)
Notable aspects of BART that are sirupliiied or omitted horn this specification are: "
The actual model of acceleration. In BART, a change from positive to negative acceleration (and vice versa) must be preceded by a mode change. Furthermore, the mtium acceleration is dependent upon the speed the train is traveling. This acceleration function can easily be speciiied as a large case statement defined on an enumerated set having "mode change" elements at the appropriate positions.
The position and speed computations have been simplified in our speciikation.
Our specification does not consider the impact of noisy/lossy transmissions (e.g., the object train gets a garbled acceleration command).
In our specification, noise can be accounted for by properly deting how it impacts the stopping proiile of the object train. The rest of the specification then remains unchanged.
The specification given above can be easily altered to include more appropriate models (as defied by dmain experts). The objective of this research is not to demonstrate our domain knowledge, but rather to address the issues surrounding the specification of a class of reactive system controllers of which BART is an instance. ,..
Conclusions and Future Work
We believe that domain languages that are well suited for the formal specification, design, and implementation of problems have the following characteristics: (1) the problem domain is sufEciently restricted so that a small set of operations and data structures can be used to model and speci& the problem, (2) the operations and data structures provide a framework for understanding nondeterminis m, and (3) a simple op erational semantics exists for the operators and data structures of the domain language. The domain language described in this paper was restricted to reactive systems having train-like characteristics. We discovered that profles, both continuous and discrete, and their extensions to constraints were key to understanding and specifying systems. Furthermore, we found that a vector datatype supporting the operations project and extract was fundamental to model these systems. And lastly, it was through and At transitions that time could be understood with respect to our system model.
We are currently working on extending the domain language to enable the specification of multi train systems and are also considering how other environmental factors, such as noisy transmission of control information, can be accounted for in a specification. Another interesting problem is how the control of a train can be handed off from one controller to another.
